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Love Like A Knife
 
The force of this emotion or rather the pain of this force is immortal/
The sharpness of its point when it hits its target is far painful than anything
The portal point of entry to human heart is invisible yet one can display its signs
and symptoms/ its affection destroys and blinds the owner of the heart and feeds
on happy thoughts and never rest until the default state is happiness/
It’s after effects are 2 hard to bear  it leaves broken hearts as if cupid has
become evil/ it leaves the body weak and instills negative emotions to some
extend it drives one to kill and leaves a scar that destroys future relations/
When love is gone the body remembers it as its own vital generator of fuel that
keeps it stable and functioning in its best/ now that it’s gone the body is suffering
emotionally and physically at this stage nothing is for sure and the road ahead is
characterized by darkness and hallucinations/ the wound in it can’t be healed
with medication nor can it be healed by the same words that captured the heart
“I love you” this time its tearing the heart in pieces/
What’s worse is remembrance of moments and memories created and true love
that was promised and at the time when love was the default state, living each
day without him/her, without the love promised without his/her face next to your
chick when you wake up, without his/her good morning nor good night/ spending
the afternoon alone as if you’re the stranger in your own life lost within
chronicles of time/
Everything started changing when it all begun and changed again when it ended
like the momentum when growing and soon later dropping for no purposeful
reason harassing the emotions and leaving the mind unsettled and troubled/ love
can kill and cure a broken heart same as water to human life and again it’s like a
disease if left unattended it grows within until it bust out and actions are seen as
the result of what the heart need and seek/ Love like a knife leaves sad site to
see, a bad experience to have, and a fragile heart to hurt.
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